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 1. Einführung  
 

The UUnniiSSeennss--EE is a simple telemetry sensor specially designed for all electric models. It is so small and 
light, but at the same time so powerful that it can be used in almost any model. 

In line with our philosophy to support as many systems as possible, the UUnniiSSeennss--EE also addresses the 
telemetry of: 

 
Jeti Duplex EX 

 
 
 

Multiplex M-Link 
 
 
 
 

Graupner/SJ HoTT 
 
 
 
 

Robbe/Futaba 
 
 
 

JR DMSS 
 
 

FrSky 
 
 

Spektrum (via the Spektrum adapter) 
 
 
 

PowerBox P2Bus 
 
 
 

The telemetry used must only be specified once in the UUnniiSSeennss--EE UniSens-E settings. This is done either 
via our PC program “UniSens-E Tool”, with the UniDisplay or directly via a free channel of the remote 
control, see chapter 6.4. In the delivery state HoTT GAM is selected. 

Without additional sensors, the UUnniiSSeennss--EE can measure the entire drive, i.e. voltage, current, capacity and 
even the speed. As a special feature, a brushless speed sensor is already built in. For the speed measurement, 
only a small cable connection to one of the three motor phases must be established with the enclosed cable. 
Since a barometric (air pressure) altitude sensor with high resolution is also integrated, a vario is realized with 
the UUnniiSSeennss--EE in addition to the altitude measurement. 
Extensive alarms can also be programmed, which are reported by telemetry via the respective transmitter. 
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The UUnniiSSeennss--EE is available with different connector systems, so that normally nothing has to be soldered. The 
current measuring range extends symmetrically in both directions. Thus, the connector assignment, i.e. whether the 
battery has male or female at the positive terminal, does not matter. The measuring direction is simply selected in 
the setup. 

Via our UniDisplay all measured values of the UUnniiSSeennss--EE can also be viewed directly live and all 
settings and alarms can be programmed. 

Whether glider, aerobatic machine, helicopter, HLG or slowflyer, the UUnniiSSeennss--EE can be used in almost 
any field due to its low weight and compact size. Of course, the UUnniiSSeennss--EE n is not only suitable for model 
aircraft. It can also be installed in RC boats, RC cars, etc. 
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 2. What the UniSens-E can do  
 
■ complete measurement of electric drives with current, voltage, power, capacity and speed measurement 
■ integrated brushless speed sensor for the versions with 140 A and 280 A measuring range 
■ full telemetry support for Jeti Duplex (EX), Multiplex M-Link, Graupner HoTT, Futaba S.BUS2, JR DMSS, 

FrSky, Spektrum and PowerBox P2Bus 
■ altitude measurement with automatic zero setting after switching on 
■ barometric vario 
■ current measuring range up to 55 / 140 / 280 A in both directions, Voltage up to 60 V 
■ (but the maximum current carrying capacity of the plugs used must not be exceeded!) 
■ connection for receiver signal for remote control of certain functions 
■ direct connection to the GPS-Logger possible for data recording in a file 

■ receiver battery voltage measurement 
■ power supply by receiver battery 
■ current status is signaled via LED 
■ direct monitoring of the measured values live with our UniDisplay 

■ parameter settings via PC, UniDisplay and telemetry possible 

■ PC software for settings and updates (SM UniSens-E Tool) is available on the Internet at 
www.sm- modellbau.de under the menu item Software & Updates 

■ free firmware updates via PC possible with our USB interface ( Order no. 2550) or also with already existing 
USB connection cables like from Jeti, Multiplex or Graupner 

■ due to its compact size and low weight, can be used almost anywhere 
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 3. Technical data  
 

Current measuring range 55 A 55 A in both directions, i.e. - 55 A to + 55 A 
Version: 

The following load durations are permissible: 
- 40 A unlimited 
- 50 A for 1 minute 
- 55 A for 20 seconds 

 
Depending on the plug system, however, the limits of the plugs are 
significantly lower! 

Reasonable values here are: 

- XT30 Duration: 30 A / 20s: 45 A 
- 1,5 qmm silicone cable Duration: 30 A / 20s: 45 A 

Current measuring range 140 A 140 A in both directions, i.e. - 140 A to + 140 A 
Version: 

The following load durations are permissible: 
- 100 A unlimited 
- 120 A for 1 minute 
- 140 A for 20 seconds 

 
Depending on the plug system, however, the limits of the plugs are 
significantly lower! 

Reasonable values here are: 

- MPX green (double contact) and XT60 Duration: 50 A / 20s: 70 A 
- XT90 Duration: 90 A / 20s: 120 A 
- 4 mm gold plug Duration: 80 A / 20s: 100 A 
- 5,5 mm gold plug Duration: 120 A / 20s: 140 A 
- 6,0 mm LMT gold plug Duration: 120 A / 20s: 140 A 
- 4 mm² silicone cable Duration: 80 A / 20s: 100 A 

Current measuring range 280 A 280 A in both directions, i.e. - 280 A to + 280 A 
Version: 

The following load durations are permissible: 
- 200 A unlimited 
- 240 A for 1 minute 
- 280 A for 20 seconds 

 
Depending on the plug system, however, the limits of the plugs are 
significantly lower! 

Reasonable values here are: 
 - 6,0 mm LMT gold plug 

- 2 x 4 mm² silicone cable 
Duration: 140 A / 20s: 160 A 
Duration: 160 A / 20s: 200 A 

Voltage measurement range: 0 to 60 V  
 

Altitude measurement range: 0 to 8000 m NN, automatically zeroed when switched on 
Receiver voltage measurement: 3,8 V to10 V 
Data rate: 10 Hz 
Power supply: from receiver supply via telemetry connection (from 3.8 V to maximum 10 V) 

Power consumption: approx. 25 mA from the receiver supply 
external connections: 1 x Connection for telemetry and power supply (“Link”) 

1 x Phase connection for brushless speed measurement (not with 55 A 
version!) 
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1 x Servo pulse input from receiver 

COM port for UniDisplay, GPS-Logger  odr PC 

Mass: 55 A Version: 4,5g - 7,5g 
140 A Version: 10g - 20g 
280 A Version: 17g - 30g 
without connection cable (depending on plug-in system), 
connection cable 4g 

23 (34) x 23 x 8 mm 
 
18 x 23 x 8 mm 
26 (38) x 29 x 9 mm 
26 (50) x 29 x 9 mm 
26 (60) x 34 x 11 mm 
26 (55) x 22 x 9 mm 
26 (44) x 22 x 11 mm 
26 (42) x 22 x 11 mm 

yellow XT30 plug: 
1,5mm² Silicone 
cable:  
green MPX plug: 
yellow XT60 plug: 
yellow XT90 plug: 
4 mm gold plug: 
5,5 mm gold plug: 
6,0 mm LMT gold plug: 

Dimensions: 
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 4. Measured values  
 

The UUnniiSSeennss--EE can record the following measured values. Depending on the telemetry used, however, 
only parts of them may be available at the transmitter. 

 

Description Unit Content 
Drive current A • current consumed by the drive in amperes; depending on telemetry with up to 2 

decimal places 

Drive voltage V • Voltage of the drive battery in volts; depending on telemetry with up to 2 decimal 
places 

Capacity mAh • battery capacity consumed by the drive; when the battery is full, it is counted up 
from 0 mAh here. 

Energy Wmin • energy consumed by the drive in watt-minutes 

Power W • power consumed by the drive in watts 

Speed rpm • Speed of the brushless motor in revolutions per minute; this requires the 
connection of a motor phase to the UniSens-E; can also be converted directly as 
propeller speed via the input of the gear factor 

Altitude m • altitude above the starting point; the altitude is measured by the barometric sensor 
• before take-off, the altitude is kept at approx. 0 m to compensate for drift due to 

changes in air pressure 

Rise m/s • vario value from barometric sensor 

Receiver voltage V or VRx • Voltage at the supply connection of the UniSens-E 

Servo pulse us • Servo pulse on single port at “Link”; can optionally be used to switch between min 
/ live / and max values 

Air pressure hPa • air pressure measurement of the barometric sensor 

Altitude gain m • altitude change of the last 10 seconds, is recalculated every second; with this, a 
tendency can be recognized during thermal circling 

Remaining capacity % • remaining charge of the drive battery calculated from the set alarm value for the 
capacity and the capacity consumed by the drive in mAh 

• Example: 
Battery size 2200 mAh, alarm value set 1760 mAh for 80% discharge 
 remaining capacity is 100% when the battery is full and 0% when the 1760 mAh 
has been used up 
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 5. Variants  
 

The UUnniiSSeennss--EE is available with different connector systems and in two measuring ranges. The basic 
module is identical in each case, only the soldered plugs or cables for the connection of battery and controller 
are different. 

Currently the following variants with 55 A measuring range are available: 
 

XT30 plug, No. 3107.          1,5 mm² Silicone cable, No. 3108 
 

Versions with 140 A measuring range: 
 

   
MPX green plus, No. 3100 

 

5,5 mm gold plug, No. 3103 
 

XT90 plug, No. 3106 

XT60 plug, No. 3101 
 

 
6,0 mm LMT plug, No. 3104 

4 mm gold plug, No. 3102 
 

         4 mm² Silicone cable, No. 3105 
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Versions with 280 A measuring range: 
 

6,0 mm LMT plug, No. 3114 2 x 4 mm² Silicone cable, No. 3115 
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6.1.  Installation 

Due to the low weight and compact design, installation is unproblematic. Since the UUnniiSSeennss--EE 
is always plugged directly between the battery and the controller, it does not normally have to be attached 
separately. 

 
 

6.2.  LED meanings 

The UUnniiSSeennss--EE has a red status LED. 
After switching on the power supply, a fast flickering of the LED indicates the internal initialization. 

In operation, there are the following signals: 

■ LED flashes according to the currently selected telemetry, see 6.4 Telemetry selection without PC 
 Sleep mode, time measurement has not yet been started 

■ LED flashes steadily 
 Time measurement was started by exceeding the current threshold 

 
 

6.3.  Default settings 

The settings of the UUnniiSSeennss--EE can be made either with our software “SM UniSens-E Tool” on the PC or 
laptop, with our UniDisplay or via the Jeti and HoTT telemetry. 

The following settings are important in order for theUUnniiSSeennss--EE to measure and display 
correctly: 

■ “Telemetry selection” defines the telemetry used. For HoTT, the HoTT mode is also set here. 

■ “fixed serial number” so that Jeti and Futaba sensors can be exchanged with each other 

■ “Current measurement” selects the direction of the current flow, i.e. at which current direction the 
current is measured positive. 
For the green MPX connector and the yellow XT60 connector, select “normal” here so that positive currents are 
measured when the battery is discharged. 
For the gold plugs, drives with a socket at the positive pole of the battery are “normal”, if there is a plug at the 
positive pole of the battery, “inverse” must be selected. 

■ “Motor poles” defines the number of magnetic poles for brushless speed measurement (typical internal rotor 
2 poles, external rotor 10 or 14 poles) 
In case of doubt, this value must be requested from the manufacturer, or the magnets are counted manually. 

■ “Gear” is the gear factor for the speed measurement       
For direct drive, "1.00:1" must be set here. Otherwise, the value of the subsequent gear is specified. 

■ “Vario threshold” specifies the response threshold for the vario signal via telemetry separately for rise and 
sink. Only if the rise / sink is greater than the threshold, a vario tone is generated by telemetry. 

■ “Vario sound” determines whether the vario is active during rise / sink or 
both Here the vario sound can also be switched off completely. 

■ “Vario factor” determines with which factor the values from the vario are multiplied for the telemetry 
Normally 1.0 is set here, so that the real m/s are also displayed on the telemetry. In special cases, however, 
a factor greater than 1 can be used to make the sound output of the telemetry more sensitive if the 
transmitter itself does not allow such a setting. 
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Possibilities of capacity measurement: 

Setting “continued” 
With the UUnniiSSeennss--EE a battery can be flown empty in several flights. The UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE remembers 
the used capacity (and energy) and starts again with this value, if a battery with full voltage is not 
connected.            
                     
Setting “always start at 0” 
The consumed capacity is not stored and thus always starts at 0. 

Setting “always continue” 
The removed capacity is stored and counted again at each new start. Only a manual reset to 0 is possible here. 

 
 

Manual reset of the capacity counter: 
Start  UUnniiSSeennss--EE and switch it off again during the fast flashing (flickering) of the red LED 
 the counter is set to 0 again next time. 

Or when manually resetting the min/max values by the receiver channel, see 8.2 Switching min and max values 
by receiver channel. 

 

■ “Vario filter” enables an adjustment of the response speed of the vario    
“slow” corresponds approximately to the previous evaluation, “medium” and “fast” are correspondingly faster. But 
faster means at the same time always a more unsteady signal of the vario 

■ “Altitude soft zero” keeps the altitude measurement at 0 m as long as the model is still on the ground. This 
suppresses a drift of the sensor, but also a change of the air pressure. The altitude measurement on the 
ground always remains at 0 m. 
The detection if the model is on the ground is done by the vario. In some cases, this standstill detection is also 
activated in the air (extremely calm flight on a slope), in which case the automatic zero setting of the altitude can 
be switched off here. 

■ “Min/Max per Rx” allows selection between Live/Max/Min values in telemetry display via receiver channel on 
single orange connector cable 

■ “Capacity” sets the mode for the capacity measurement: “continued”, “always start at 0 mAh” or “always 
continue”. See below. 

■ “Current offset” defines whether the UniSens-E should always calibrate the running current to 0 when 
connecting the drive battery. Thus the standby current of servo etc. can be faded out. 

 

 
 

6.4.  Telemetry selection without PC 

From firmware v1.11 onwards, in addition to the PC software and the UniDisplay, there is another possibility 
to change the selection of the telemetry used without tools: 

■ To do this, connect theUUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE to the receiver as described in chapter 8.2. The three-pole 
telemetry cable is connected to the telemetry input of the receiver, the optional Rx cable is connected to 
a free servo output. 

■ An encoder (switch or stick) is defined on the transmitter for this servo channel. 
■ In the first five seconds after switching on the UniSens-E, this encoder is moved back and forth at least 3 times. 
■ The LED then goes out briefly and then the telemetry selection always flashes three times, according to 

this list: 
 

■ Futaba  1 x LED, Pause 
■ JR DMSS  2 x LED, Pause 
■ HoTT GAM  3 x LED, Pause 
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■ HoTT EAM 
■ HoTT ESC 

 

 

4 x LED, Pause 
5 x LED, Pause 

■ Jeti EX  6 x LED, Pause 

■ M-Link  7 x LED, Pause 
■ FrSky  8 x LED, Pause 
■ HoTT Vario  9 x LED, Pause 
■ Spektrum  10 x LED, Pause 
■ Powerbox P2Bus  11 x LED, Pause 

■ The encoder is moved two more times when the desired selection occurs 
 the LED turns on and the new selection is saved. 

■ If you switch off the power supply beforehand, no change is made. 
 
 

6.5.  Telemetry alarms 

These alarms are issued via the connected telemetry at the transmitter. Depending on the system, a beep sound is 
emitted and/or a voice warning is given. Please also refer to the instructions for the individual telemetry systems. 

As soon as the model has landed, the transmission of alarms stops automatically so that no more disturbing 
messages are output until the model is switched off. 

■ “Current” 
The alarm is active as long as the set current threshold is exceeded. 

■ “Start voltage” 
This alarm serves as a warning against starting with an empty battery. If, for example, 12.4 V is set here for a 3s 
LiPo, the alarm will only be active if an already empty battery is connected by mistake. A full 3s has about 12.6 
V and is thus well above the threshold. 

■ “Voltage” 
The alarm is active as long as the voltage remains below the set threshold. 

■ “Capacity” 
The alarm is activated when the consumed capacity exceeds the set value. The capacity alarm is cleared again 
after 10 seconds, but then becomes permanent as soon as another 5% of the set capacity has been consumed. 
Das ist der wichtigste Alarm, um die LiPos zu schonen. Hier muss ein Wert von max. 80% der Nenn-Kapazität 
eingestellt werden. 

■ “Altitude” 
The alarm is activated as soon as the set altitude is exceeded. After 20 seconds, the alarm is automatically 
cleared and is not activated again until the altitude is exceeded again. Well suited to approach a certain altitude 
with the towing machine or to monitor an altitude limit. 

■ “Rx voltage” 
For monitoring the receiver supply. The alarm is active as long as the voltage stays below the set threshold. 

■ “Speed min and max” 
For monitoring the measured speed. The alarm is active as long as the value is exceeded or undershot. 

 
 

6.6.  Vario output via telemetry 

The sound generation of the vario (with the exception of the "old" Jeti telemetry without EX) is always done in the 
telemetry transmitter or the telemetry box. The vario value in m/s transmitted by theUUnniiSSeennss--EE is used for this 
purpose. However, not all transmitters allow an adjustment of the sound output to hide certain areas or to adjust the 
sensitivity of the acoustic output. 
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Therefore, the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE has the following setting options, which influence the transmission of the vario 
value for all telemetries: 

■ “Vario threshold” specifies the response threshold for the vario signal via telemetry separately for rise and 
sink. Only if the rise / sink is greater than the threshold, a vario sound is generated by telemetry. 

■ “Vario sound” determines whether the vario is active during rise / sink or 
both Here the vario sound can also be switched off completely. 

■ “Vario factor” determines with which factor the values from the vario are multiplied for the telemetry 
Normally 1.0 is set here, so that the real m/s are also displayed on the telemetry. In special cases, however, 
a factor greater than 1 can be used to make the sound output of the telemetry more sensitive if the 
transmitter itself does not allow such a setting. 

■ “Vario filter” enables an adjustment of the response speed of the vario    
“slow” corresponds approximately to the previous evaluation, “medium” and “fast” are correspondingly faster. But 
faster means at the same time always a more unsteady signal of the vario 

■ “Vario at motor” determines whether the vario is active when the motor is active 
 

Example: 

■ “Vario Threshold Rise” is set to 0.5 m/s, “Vario threshold sink” is set to -1.0 m/s 
■ “Vario sound” is set to “up” 
 if the model rises faster than 0.5 m/s, the value is transmitted 
 if the model rises or sinks more slowly, 0 is transmitted at the vario 

If the vario value is always to be transmitted, the “Vario thresholds” must be set to 0.0 m/s and “Vario 
sound” to “up / down”. 
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 7. Connections of the UniSens-E  
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Basically, the UUnniiSSeennss--EE is only supplied with power via the telemetry connection “Link”. 

During operation, the minimum and maximum values can be reset by quickly switching the 3-stage 
switch on the transmitter back and forth three times. 

 
If the capacity measurement is set to “always continue”, this reset of Min/Max also manually resets the 
capacity to 0. The prerequisite is that the model has not yet been in the air after switching on. 

 

 
 

 
 

8.1.  only altitude measurement / vario e.g. in F3B/F3J glider or also HLG 

For pure height measurement and the vario function via telemetry, only the UUnniiSSeennss--EE with the supplied 
connection cable to the receiver is required. The height sensor with vario weighs only 10 g plus connection 
cable. 

On the  UUnniiSSeennss--EE  the cable is connected at “Link” and on the receiver directly at the telemetry port. 
 

 
 

8.2.  Switch min and max values via receiver channel 

Optionally, a free receiver channel can be used to switch between the transmission of live, min and max 
values. For this purpose a second connection between the desired free receiver channel and the single 
connector at the telemetry cable of the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE is necessary. 

On the transmitter, there is a 3-step switch, which must switch the channel between the following values, 
programmed for this free channel: 

 
- 100 % for the minimum values (switching point < 1.3 ms servo pulse 

width) 
0 % for the live values 

+ 100 % for the maximum values (switching point > 1.7 ms servo pulse 
width) 

In addition, the option “Min/Max per Rx” must be activated in the settings of the  UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE. 

If this option is not used, the single receiver port of the  UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE can simply remain free. 
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B For the versions with 4 mm, 5.5 mm and 6 mm LMT gold plugs, as well as for the version with 
silicone cables, only the positive pole of the battery and controller is to be connected directly to the 
UUnniiSSeennss--EE For the negative pole a short silicone cable is led out. This separate negative terminal 
must only be connected to the negative of the battery if the controller has an optocoupler. Then the 
UUnniiSSeennss--EE is missing the ground reference point for the measurement. With BEC controllers, the 
cable should simply be insulated with heat shrink tubing and remain free. 
The UUnniiSSeennss--EE with 5.5 mm or 6.0 mm LMT and the version with silicone cables has no plug on 
the single negative wire. Here, a small plug connection must be attached, with which the connection to 
the negative pole of the battery is established. 2 mm gold plugs have proven to be the best choice 
here. 

When connecting the drive battery to the UniSens-E, the current zero point is also calibrated 
depending on the setting at "Current offset". The presently flowing current is therefore set as zero 
value. 

 

8.3.  Electric drive measurement 
 

 

 
The UUnniiSSeennss--EE is connected directly between battery and controller. Since theUUnniiSSeennss--EE s 
available with different connector systems, normally no soldering is necessary. 

 

Due to the symmetrical current measuring range of the UUnniiSSeennss--EE it does not matter how the plugs on the 
battery are configured. Only the correct current direction must be specified in the settings:           
For the green MPX connector and the yellow XT60 connector, “normal” must be selected here so that positive 
currents are measured when the battery is discharged. 

For the gold plugs, select “normal” for drives with a socket on the positive pole of the battery, and “inverse” for a plug 
on the positive pole of the battery. 
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The connection of the UniLog 1 / 2 or UniSens-E only works with HoTT, Jeti and M-Link operation of 
the GPS logger. The COM interface cannot be used with the other telemetries. 

 

8.4.  Connection of the brushless speed sensor 

The brushless speed sensor is already integrated in the  UUnniiSSeennss--EE. For the measurement of the speed 
only a connection between one of the three motor phases and the single connection pin on the UUnniiSSeennss--EE 
has to be provided. 
 A white single-pole cable is supplied 
for this purpose. This cable is simply 
shortened to the appropriate length, 
stripped by about 10 mm and 
plugged into one of the connectors 
between the controller and the 
motor. Of course, the cable can also 
be soldered to a phase connection. 

In the setup of the UUnniiSSeennss--EE the correct number of magnetic poles for the speed measurement must be 
defined for the brushless speed measurement (typical internal rotor 2 poles, external rotor 10 or 14 poles).    
In case of doubt this value must be asked at the manufacturer or the magnets (not stator!) are counted 
manually. 

In addition, the gearing factor can also be specified. If the speed of an internal rotor with gearbox is measured with 
the brushless speed sensor, an attached gearbox can also be included in the calculation. This results in the actual 
propeller speed. 

 
 

8.5.  Use of a different connector system 

With the UUnniiSSeennss--EE with order 
no. 3105 and 3115 you have the 
possibility to use any connector. 
These variants are supplied with 4 
mm² silicone cables.. 

The negative pole is also designed as 
a thin single wire, since only the 
positive pole passes through the UUnniiSSeennss--EE. This minus wire must only be connected to the minus of the 
plug if the controller has an optocoupler. In this case the UUnniiSSeennss--EE is missing the ground reference point 
for the measurement. With BEC controllers the cable should simply be insulated with heat shrink tubing and 
remain free. 

If the connectors are soldered in such a way that the battery is plugged in on the side with the "COM" and "Link" 
connector of the UUnniiSSeennss--EE (in the photo on the left), then the current direction is to be selected 
“normal”. 

 
 

8.6.  Connection to the GPS logger 

With the connection cables order no. 2720 or 2721 the UUnniiSSeennss--EE can be connected directly to our 
GPS- Logger. The connection is made via the separate COM interface. 

The GPS-Logger automatically records the data of the UUnniiSSeennss--EE on its memory card. Thus, GPS 
data and measured values of the UUnniiSSeennss--EE are synchronous and can be evaluated together. 

 

The recording on the GPS-Logger  is done with the storage rate of the GPS-Logger, i.e. with a maximum of 
10 Hz. 
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Depending on the telemetry used, there are different connection options: 

 With Jeti Duplex, some telemetry data from the UUnniiSSeennss-- 
EE is passed from the GPS-Logger to the receiver. This 
saves the otherwise necessary expander E4 from Jeti. 
The UUnniiSSeennss--EE is supplied with power via the “Link” 
connector at a free receiver slot, while theGPS- Logger is 
connected to the telemetry connector of the receiver. 

See also the corresponding point in the GPS- Logger 2 manual. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 With HoTT and M-Link, UUnniiSSeennss--EE and GPS- 
Logger are connected in parallel to the telemetry port via a 
simple V-cable. Other sensors are also connected via V-
cables. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 With Robbe/Futaba S.BUS2, JR DMSS, FrSky, Spektrum and 
PowerBox P2Bus the COM interface of the GPS-Logger is 
not available. Here the sensors are connected to the receiver via 
a V-cable. 
The COM connection via cable order no. 2720 or 2721 cannot be 
used. 
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 9. Using the UniDisplay  
 

To connect the UUnniiSSeennss--EE, at least firmware v1.26 must be used in the UniDisplay. An update for 
theUniDisplay can be downloaded free of charge from our homepage (www.sm-modellbau.de). 

UniDisplay and UUnniiSSeennss--EE are connected with the cable supplied with the display. The slot of the 
UUnniiSSeennss--EE is marked with “COM”. The connection cable can be connected in any way, it does not matter 
which end is at the display. The display is powered by theUUnniiSSeennss--EE and switches on automatically 
as soon as the UUnniiSSeennss--EE is on. The display can be connected to the UUnniiSSeennss--EE at any time. 

 
Menu: 

After switching on, the menu is activated first. The menu items can be selected with 
the “Plus” and “Minus” keys, and the corresponding item can be selected with “Enter”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Live data display screen 1: 

All present measured values are displayed here. 
Most of the values are labeled self-explanatory. 

■ “Plus” starts and stops the recording. 
■ “Minus” switches between live / MIN / MAX values. 
■ “Enter” switches between the live screens 1, 2 and 3. 
■ “Esc” switches back to the menu. 
The top right shows the passed time. The last line shows the servo pulse measured at the 
Rx connection. 

 Live data display screen 2: 

Here the current air pressure measured by the barometric pressure sensor and the 
internal temperature of the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE  are displayed. Due to self-heating, this 
temperature is always slightly higher than the ambient temperature. 

 
 
 
 
 

Setup: 

The menu for all settings of the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE   appears here. 

The second line additionally shows the firmware version of the  UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE 
and the serial number. 

With the “Plus” and “Minus” keys the menu items can be selected, with “Enter” the 
corresponding item can be selected. 
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 Settings screens: 

The settings of the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE are summarized here. 
With the “Plus” and “Minus” keys the menu items can be selected, with "Enter" the 
corresponding item can be selected. The arrow then becomes a point and the selected 
value can be changed with “Plus” and “Minus”. Pressing 
“Esc” or “Enter” saves the change. 

■ Telemetry: default setting for the telemetry used 
■ Current direction: selects the measuring direction of the current sensor (+/-) 
■  Measurement of capacity: activates or deactivates the continued measurement of 

capacity. 
■ Current offset: switch automatic zero point calibration of the current on or off 

when starting 
■ Min/Max display per Rx: allows selection between Live/Max/Min values in 

telemetry display via receiver channel on Rx port 
■  Magnetic poles of the motor: defines the number of motor poles for the 

brushless speed measurement 

■ Gear factor: is the reduction factor for speed measurement 
■ Vario sound: determines whether the vario is active during rise / sink 
■ Vario at motor: determines whether the vario is active during motor flight 
■  Vario rise: indicates the positive response threshold for the vario signal 
■ Vario sink: indicates the negative response threshold for the vario signal 
■ Vario factor: defines with which factor the values from the vario for the telemetry 

are multiplied 
■ Vario filter: allows the adjustment of the response speed of the vario 
■  fixed serial number: see Jeti and Futaba, allows the exchange of sensors on 

different models without having to redo all settings again 
 
 
 
 

Alarms: 

The alarms that can be set here apply to all telemetry versions. Depending on the 
telemetry, alarms can also be set directly on the transmitter. Please refer to the notes for 
the individual telemetry systems. 

If the arrow is in the left column and with “Enter” the corresponding menu item is 
activated, the value of the alarm can be changed. If the arrow is moved to the right and 
with “Enter” the menu item is activated, with “Plus” or “Minus” the corresponding alarm 
can be activated (“+”) or deactivated (“-“). 
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M-Link addresses: 

For the measured values of the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE which can be transmitted via M-Link, 
addresses can be assigned here for display on the Multiplex transmitter. Each address 
may only be assigned once for all connected M-Link sensors, including the values from 
the M-Link receiver. If multiple addresses are assigned, the bus system will no longer 
function. 

If a value is not to be sent, “--” must be selected as the address. This value comes after 
the highest permissible address 15. 

 
 

Jeti EX values: 

Here, all measured values for transmission to the Jeti transmitter or JetiBox Profi can be 
selected individually. Fewer measured values mean a faster transmission. Therefore, you 
can hide the values that are not required here. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Spektrum Init: 

The address defines the assignment in the Spektrum adapter. Here it is only important 
that with several SM telemetry sensors at the Spektrum adapter no address is given 
twice. Normally the default setting is OK. 

All Spektrum sensors supported and operated by the UUnniiSSeennss--EE can be selected 
or deselected individually. Each sensor type may only occur once. 

 
 
 
 

Futaba Init: 

Here you can activate the compatibility mode for the Robbe Telemetry Box. 
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If a UniSens-E is exchanged for another one, the telemetry values in the DC/DS- 14/16/24 or the Profi 
Box must be read in again. Each UniSens-E has its own serial number and the Jeti EX system 
distinguishes the individual devices with it. 

From firmware v1.11 on, however, the option “fixed serial number” can be switched on. Each UniSens-
E then sends the serial number 12345 and the devices can be exchanged among each other. 

 

 
 

The UUnniiSSeennss--EE supports telemetry from Jeti Duplex (EX), Multiplex M-Link, Graupner HoTT, Robbe/ 
Futaba S.BUS2, JR Propo DMSS, FrSky, Spektrum and PowerBox Core. 

Telemetry operation is similar for all usable remote control systems: Live data is displayed on the transmitter 
or an external display, with Jeti Duplex and HoTT the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE can also be operated from the 
transmitter. If the system has a voice output, then this is also supported by the UUnniiSSeennss--EE. 
The alarm output depends on the telemetry. In some systems the UUnniiSSeennss--EE generates the alarm, in 
others the thresholds are set directly at the transmitter. Please observe the notes on this in the following. 

 
10.1. Jeti Duplex 

The UUnniiSSeennss--EE is a fully featured telemetry sensor for Jeti Duplex 2.4 GHz systems. The Jeti Expander 
E4 for connecting up to 4 sensors is also supported. 

The connection to the Jeti Duplex receiver is made directly with the supplied patch cable between the “Link” slot on 
the UUnniiSSeennss--EE and “ext.” on the Jeti Duplex receiver. For the new REX receivers it must be ensured that the 
telemetry slot is configured to “JETIBOX/Sensor” or for the central boxes to “Telemetry input”. This setting can be 
made from the transmitter in the device overview. 

 
 

10.1.1. EX Telemetry with the Jeti Transmitters and the JetiBox Profi 

The UUnniiSSeennss--EE also transmits the data via Jeti's EX telemetry to the DC/DS-14/16/24 transmitters and to 
the JetiBox Profi. On the transmitter the display contents, voice outputs and alarms can be defined arbitrarily 
from these values. Via the built-in emulation of the JetiBox display theder UUnniiSSeennss--EE can also be 
operated and set from the transmitter as described below. 

 

 
 

The following measured values are displayed in Jeti EX mode. The values can be selected individually via the PC 
program or the UniDisplay. The Jeti transmitters can receive a maximum of 32 values simultaneously. When 
operating with an expander or to increase the transmission rate, unimportant values can be hidden here. 

 

■ Voltage 
■ Current 
■ Capacity 
■ Rx voltage 
■ Altitude 

■ Vario 
■ Speed 
■ Energy 
■ Power 
■ Air 

pressure 

■ Pulse on 
■ Temperature internal 
■ Altitude gain 
■ Remaining capacity in % 
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A simultaneous long press on the  and  keys switches between the display of the live/ MAX/ 
MIN values. 

Changed settings are only saved when you switch back to the selection menu with . 

 

10.1.2.  Operating the UniSens-E with the JetiBox 

At the JetiBox, after start, there is a change from Tx via Rx to 
Mx for the connected sensors. 

 
 
 

 Pressing the key  switches to the UUnniiSSeennss--EE. During 
initialization, the start screen appears, then the measurement 
data is displayed. 

 
 

 As soon as the first screen with measurement data 
appears, the and  keys can be used to switch through 
the various data pages. 

Pressing the key  starts the time measurement, which is 
also indicated by an acoustic signal. Pressing the key  again 
stops the time measurement. 

 

 
At the first position appears alternately an abbreviation for the currently active data page or the status of the 
UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE : 

 first data page, the others follow with B, C, etc.  Maximum values are displayed 

 Recording running  Minimum values are displayed 

 
 Pressing the key  changes to the settings. Again, the  
and  keys are used to scroll through the different pages 
and select the desired item. 

 

  
    

 
After pressing the  key again, the selected value can 
then be changed ( and  keys). 

Pressing  and at the same time  turns 
   the alarm ON or OFF. 
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10.1.3.  Display of the measured values on the JetiBox 

top: Drive voltage, barometric altitude 
relative to starting point 

bottom: Drive current, capacity consumed 
 

top: consumed energy 

bottom: Speed, drive power 
 
 

top: Receiver battery voltage, barometric altitude 
relative to starting point 

bottom: graphical representation of the vario, 
 vario as numerical value 

 

top: present air pressure 

bottom: internal temperature of the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE  
Due to self-heating, this temperature is always slightly 
higher than the ambient temperature. 

 top: measured time 
 
 
 
 
 

10.1.4. Alarms 

When operating via the Jeti transmitter modules and displaying the data via the simple JetiBox, all alarms and 
also vario sounds are generated directly by the UUnniiSSeennss--EE All settings for this are therefore to be made 
on the UUnniiSSeennss-- EE. 

JetiBox Profi and Jeti transmitters can generate alarms and vario sounds in Jeti EX mode. These are then 
preset in the box or in the transmitter. Alarms that are set in the UUnniiSSeennss--EE are additionally emitted. 
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To display the speed correctly, the Royal Pro transmitter must have at least firmware v3.46 and the 
external display must have at least v1.09. 

 

10.2. Multiplex M-Link 

The UUnniiSSeennss--EE is also a fully featured telemetry sensor for Multiplex M-Link 2.4 GHz systems. The 
measured values can be transmitted live to the ground and displayed directly on the Multiplex Profi Tx, 
RoyalPro, COCKPIT SX transmitter or the external telemetry display. 

 

The connection to the M-Link receiver is made with the supplied patch cable between the “Link” slot on the 
UUnniiSSeennss--EE and “Sensor” on the M-Link receiver. 

  
 

The settings for the telemetry are made either with the UniDisplay (see also chapter 9) or with our "SM 
UniSens-E Tool" software on the PC. The addresses for the display on the Multiplex remote control (line in which 
the respective value is displayed) can be freely selected here. 

 
 

10.2.1. Alarms 

All alarms are generated directly by theUUnniiSSeennss--EE with M-Link. All settings for this are therefore to be 
made on the UUnniiSSeennss--EE. 

There is a special feature with the vario settings: 
Since the Multiplex transmitter generates the vario sound itself, the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE suppresses rise values that 
are smaller than “Vario Threshold”. Thus this range can be suppressed when the transmitter beeps. 
Example: 
■ “Vario threshold rise” is set to 0.5 m/s, “Vario threshold sink” is set to -1.0 m/s 

■ “Vario sound” is set to “up” 
 if the model rises faster than 0.5 m/s, the value is transmitted and the transmitter beeps 
 if the model climbs or sinks slower, 0 is transmitted while rising, the transmitter remains steady 

If the rise is always to be transmitted, the “Vario thresholds” must be set to 0.1 m/s and "Vario sound" to “up / down”. 
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10.3. Graupner HoTT 

The UUnniiSSeennss--EE is also a fully featured telemetry sensor for the Graupner HoTT 2.4 GHz system. The 
measured values can be transmitted live to the ground and displayed directly either on the Smart-Box at the 
HoTT transmitter or in the display of the HoTT transmitter. 

The connection to the HoTT receiver is made with the supplied patch cable between the UUnniiSSeennss--EE and 
“T” on the HoTT receiver. 

The UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE can optionally be operated as “General Module (GAM)”, “Electric Air Module (EAM)”, 
“Controller (ESC)” or as “Vario” with HoTT. The desired type is specified in theUUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE settings. In 
the delivery state GAM is preset here. 
This also allows several UUnniiSSeennss--EE to be operated together. 

 

10.3.1. Alarms 

The UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE supports both the text mode of the HoTT system and the digital mode. In both modes all 
adjustable alarms of the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE are indicated via the transmitter by beeping or the voice output. 

There is a special feature with the vario settings: 
Da der HoTT Sender den Vario Ton selbst erzeugt, unterdrückt der UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE suppresses rise values that 
are smaller than “Vario Threshold”. Thus, this range can be suppressed when the transmitter beeps. 
Example: 
■ “Vario threshold rise” is set to 0.5 m/s, “Vario threshold sink” is set to -1.0 m/s 

■ “Vario sound” is set to “up” 
 if the model rises faster than 0.5 m/s, the value is transmitted and the transmitter beeps (for transmitters without 
built-in loudspeakers, the vario sound as well as the voice output can only be heard with headphones) 
 if the model rises or sinks slower, 0 is transmitted while rising, the transmitter remains steady 

If the rise is always to be transmitted, the “Vario thresholds” must be set to 0.0 m/s and “Vario sound” to “up / down”. 
 
 

10.3.2. Vario 

The HoTT transmitters fade out the range from -0.5 m/s to 0 m/s in the sound output. In order to still get a 
continuous vario sound, the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE skips this range. 
For a more sensitive response of the acoustic output, a “Vario factor” of 2 to 4 should be set in the UUnniiSSeennss--
EE for HoTT. The result is a well resolving acoustic output without a hole around the zero point. However, you 
have to accept that the displayed and recorded vario value in the transmitter does not correspond to reality. 
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10.3.3.  Text mode 

You reach the text mode via the telemetry menu and “Set, Display”. With the left keypad of the transmitter the 
“General Module” can now be called for the UUnniiSSeennss--EE with the keys “up” and “down”. With a click to the 
right you reach now from the receiver data to the text display of the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE . 

The operation is done with the right 
touchpad of the transmitter. Structure 
and content are completely identical to 
the screens of the UniDisplay,    
see also chapter 9. 

All alarms can also be set here, which 
are then indicated by the transmitter by 
beeping or the voice output. 

The operation seems a bit slow in text 
mode, since the data cannot be updated 
that often via telemetry. 

 
 
 

10.3.4.  Digital mode 

From the standard display of the transmitter, the “left” and “right” keys of the left touchpad activate the digital mode. 
With the left touchpad of the transmitter, the correct mode can then be called up with the “up” and “down” keys, 
according to the set HoTT mode in the UUnniiSSeennss--EE. The “left” and “right” keys on the left touchpad can now be 
used to switch between the individual screens. Depending on the mode, additional screens with large displays of 
measured values are available. 

Display as GAM (General Module): 

These values are occupied differently by the                
UUnniiSSeennss--EE: 

■ Fuel scale: shows the remaining capacity of the battery 
according to the set capacity at alarms. 

■ Temperature 2: the internal temperature. 
■ Battery 1: the receiver battery voltage. 
■ Battery 2: indicates whether minimum or maximum 

values are selected by Rx control: 

■ 0.0V  minimum values 
■ 50.0V  live values 
■ 99.9V  maximum values 

■ m3 shows the altitude gain of the last 10 seconds 
■ ml shows the energy in Wmin 
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Display as EAM (Electric Air Module): 

These values are occupied differently by the 
UUnniiSSeennss--EE: 

■ Temperature 2: the internal temperature. 

■ Battery 1: the receiver battery voltage. 
■ Battery 2: indicates whether minimum or maximum 

values are selected by Rx control: 

■ 0.0V  minimum values 
■ 50.0V  live values 
■ 99.9V  maximum values 

■ m3 shows the altitude gain of the last 10 seconds 
 

Display as ESC (controller): 
These values are occupied differently by the 
UUnniiSSeennss--EE: 

■ Temperature: the internal temperature. 
 

In this mode, the altitude and vario cannot be 
displayed. 
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With the S.BUS2, servo data and sensor values can be connected on the same data line. However, since the 
servo data is much more important than the sensor values, we strongly recommend to make a strict separation. 
All servos are connected to the S.BUS1 port of the receiver, all sensors to the S.- BUS2. This way, a sensor can 
never interfere with the data for the servos, even in the event of a malfunction. 
If the UniSens-E is nevertheless to be operated together with the servos at the S.BUS2, a connection cable 
order no. 9110 between UniSens-E and S.BUS2 is mandatory! Also with this the sensor is uncoupled from the 
bus to such an extent that an influence on the servo data is impossible. 

As of firmware v1.12, the UUnniiSSeennss--EE sends the reception quality output by the receiver on 
the S.BUS2 back to the transmitter as a further temperature sensor TEMP125. Thus this value 
can also be used for corresponding alarms in the transmitter. Output are %-values in the steps 
25/50/75/100. 

The UniSens-E in the 280 A version transmits the current value divided by 10 at Futaba! The reason for 
this is that the Futaba transmitters can display a maximum of 150 A. To be able to display the full range, 
a value of 23.4 A is displayed for a real 234 A, for example. The capacity display is not affected by this 
and always shows the real value. 

 

10.4. Futaba S.BUS2 

The UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE is connected to the S.BUS2 slot of the receiver like any other sensor. 

Currently, the UUnniiSSeennss--EE is not yet registered in the transmitters, so it uses existing sensor protocols. The 
integration was tested with the T14SG firmware from v2.0, the FX-32 firmware from v1.1 and the T18MZ firmware 
from v2.4.0 on the receivers R7008SB and R7003SB. Older firmware versions may not fully support the integration. 

 

 

10.4.1.  Registration at the transmitter 

In order to use the UUnniiSSeennss--EE with the S.BUS2, it must first be registered with the sensor, like all S.BUS2 
sensors. To do this, the “Link” connector of the UUnniiSSeennss--EE is connected to the “S.I/F” socket on the 
transmitter. Some transmitters like the T14SG do not provide a power supply at this socket, then the  
UUnniiSSeennss--EE must be supplied with a separate battery via a Y-cable. The UUnniiSSeennss--EE behaves like a 
Robbe/Futaba sensor and is integrated into the system in exactly the same way. Please also refer to the 
instructions of the transmitter. 

However, the UUnniiSSeennss--EE currently occupies six Robbe/Futaba sensor values to be able to display all 
measured values. 

 

 
 

Special feature in the 280 A version: 
 

 
10.4.2. Robbe Telemetry Box 

The Robbe Telemetry Box as another possibility of displaying the telemetry data at Futaba unfortunately does 
not know the temperature sensor SBS-01T used by the UUnniiSSeennss--EE. Therefore there is the option 
“Telemetry Box” in the settings of the UUnniiSSeennss--EE, which replaces all Futaba SBS-01T sensors with the 
sensor TEMP125 when logging in. This way the UUnniiSSeennss--EE can also be used with the Telemetry Box without 
major restrictions. 
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In order to be able to display all values, the menu item “Registration” must be called up 6 times on the 
transmitter. The login is completed when the message “Sensor already present” appears. 

 

Using the T18MZ as an example, here are the individual steps involved in registration: 

When the UUnniiSSeennss--EE is connected to the 
transmitter and supplied with power, the item 
“Registration” is called up in the sensor 
menu. This registers the sensor in the 
transmitter and assigns free slots. The sensor 
and the transmitter save this assignment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 When the registration of all sensors is finished, 
the sensor list will look like this: 

 
 

Afterwards, the sensors can still be renamed 
on the T18MZ. 

 
 
 
 

9 slots are occupied by 6 sensors by the UUnniiSSeennss--EE: 
 

Registration Sensor name Slots original name Value 
represented  

by the UniSens-E 

1 VARIO-1712 2 ALTITUDE Altitude 155 m 
   VARIO Vario 13.2 m/s 

2 CUR-F1678 3 CURRENT 
VOLTAGE 
CAPACITY 

Current  
Voltage 
Capacity 

48.4 A 
20.3 V 
3612 mAh 

3 SBS-01RM/O 1 U/min Speed 9264 rpm 

4 SBS-01T 1 TEMPERAT. Energy Wmin 

5 TEMP125 1 TEMPERAT. Remaining capacity as value from 0 - 100 (%) 
 

6 TEMP125 1 TEMPERAT. Receive quality from the receiver data 
according to the levels 25/50/75/100 
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Now the UUnniiSSeennss--EE is connected to the receiver and the telemetry display of the transmitter is 
called up. 

 Here again using the 
T18MZ as an example: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The same values  
look like this for the T14SG (here the designations cannot be changed): 

 

 
 

10.4.3. Alarms 

Since the UUnniiSSeennss--EE uses already existing sensors for the display, there are a few special features when 
setting alarms. In principle, with the S.BUS2 the alarms are defined in the transmitter. The UUnniiSSeennss--EE has 
no possibility to trigger an alarm directly at the transmitter. 

 
Required settings:  

Alarm for altitude and vario  set in the transmitter at ALTITUDE and VARIO 
Alarm for current  set in the transmitter at CURRENT 
Alarm for voltage  set in the transmitter at VOLTAGE 
Alarm for start voltage  set voltage alarm in transmitter at VOLTAGE and additionally activate alarm 

start voltage in UUnniiSSeennss--EE and preset the desired value 
  there  the UUnniiSSeennss--EE then transmits in the event of an alarm a  

voltage value continuously running from 0 to 50 volts at VOLTAGE and issues 
the alarm 

Alarm for capacity  two options: 
1. set only in the transmitter at CAPACITY 
2. set an alarm for decreasing values smaller than +0 mAh in the 
transmitter at CAPACITY (alarm with arrow down) and additionally activate 
alarm capacity in the UUnniiSSeennss--EE and preset the desired value there  
the  UUnniiSSeennss--EE then transmits the negative current value to trigger an 
alarm and every two seconds alternately the current measured value 
Benefit: the UUnniiSSeennss--EE can thus influence the alarm itself and 
deactivate it automatically after 20 seconds and also during landing 
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10.5. JR Propo DMSS 

The UUnniiSSeennss--EE is connected to the sensor slot of the receiver like any other sensor and transmits the 
following data: 

■ Speed (Sensor address 0x02 “Rotation”) 

■ Air pressure, altitude, vario (Sensor address 0x03 “Pressure / Altitude”) 

■ Voltage, current, capacity, power (Sensor address 0x08 “Power Pack”) 

No further sensors occupying the same addresses can be connected. For the free addresses, further sensors 
can simply be plugged in with a V-cable parallel to the UUnniiSSeennss--EE at the receiver. 

The connection was tested with the XG8 transmitter, firmware version 0001-0012 and the RG831B receiver. 
 
 

10.5.1.  Display on transmitter 

The values can be displayed directly, the 
order on the display is freely selectable. 

Special feature: the transmitter converts 
the battery capacity into a remaining 
capacity. The measured value of the 
UniSens-E is therefore subtracted from 
the default setting in the transmitter. In 
this case, there is still 1388 mAh in the 
battery. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

10.5.2. Alarms 

In principle, with JR DMSS the alarms are defined in the transmitter. The UUnniiSSeennss--EE has no possibility to 
trigger an alarm directly at the transmitter. All alarm thresholds and also the vario sound generation are 
therefore predefined in the transmitter. 

Required settings: 
 

Alarm for current  is currently not supported 
Alarm for start voltage            set voltage alarm in transmitter and additionally activate alarm for start voltage in 

UUnniiSSeennss--EE and preset the desired value there  the transmitter then 
displays a voltage value of 1.00 V in the event of an alarm and issues the 
alarm 

Alarm for capacity  Since the transmitter calculates the remaining capacity of the battery from the  
measured value of the  UUnniiSSeennss--EE, the actual battery size and the 
desired remaining capacity in percent are simply specified in the transmitter 
here. 
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Additional values can be calculated in the transmitter. For power, for example, by multiplying voltage 
(VFAS) and current (Curr). 

 

10.6. FrSky 

For FrSky telemetry all receivers with the new “S.Port” connector are supported. The receiver must be bound for 
telemetry operation in D16 mode! 

The UUnniiSSeennss--EE is connected to the sensor slot of the receiver like any other sensor and transmits the 
following data: 

■ Current “Curr” 

■ Capacity “A4” must be changed to unit “mAh” in the transmitter 

■ Capacity as the value calculated in the transmitter “Consumption” from the current “Curr” 

■  Voltage “VFAS” 

■ Speed “RPM” must be on 1 page in the transmitter 

■ Altitude “Alt” 

■ Vario “VSpd” unit "m/s" 

■ Remaining capacity “Fuel %” is calculated from the consumed capacity and the alarm threshold 
          in the UniSens-E 

■ Energy Wmin “Fuel ml” 
 

The sensor address (ID) of the UUnniiSSeennss--EE in the FrSky system can be freely selected in the settings. No 
other sensors occupying the same addresses can be connected. For the free addresses, additional sensors 
are simply plugged in parallel to the UUnniiSSeennss--EE at the receiver with a V-cable. 

 
 

10.6.1.  Display on transmitter 

The values can be displayed 
directly, the order on the 
display is freely selectable. 

 
The energy has been 
renamed here from 
“Fuel” to “Ener”. 

 
 
 
 
 

10.6.2. Alarms 

In principle, with FrSky the alarms are defined in the transmitter. The UUnniiSSeennss--EE has no possibility to 
trigger an alarm directly at the transmitter. All alarm thresholds and also the vario sound generation are 
therefore defined in the transmitter. 
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10.7. Spektrum 

As of firmware v1.12, the UUnniiSSeennss--EE can also be used with Spektrum telemetry. The UUnniiSSeennss--EE is 
connected to the receiver via our Spektrum adapter order no. 9120. This adapter translates the telemetry 
values into the Spektrum X-Bus format. 

10.7.1. Spektrum adapter 

The Spektrum adapter is compatible with all telemetry capable Spektrum receivers and with the TM1000 system. 
Currently the receivers with integrated telemetry send the data a little bit slower than the TM1000, so that there is a 
little bit longer delay at the vario sounds. Therefore the vario filter in the UUnniiSSeennss--EE should be set to “fast”. 

 
 The Spektrum adapter has a servo slot for the telemetry module of the 
UUnniiSSeennss--EE and two X-Bus connectors. One X-Bus connector is 
plugged into the X-Bus of the receiver using the cable provided. Another 
Spektrum compatible sensor can then be plugged into the second X-Bus 
connector. The two X-Bus connectors are identical and can be 
interchanged as desired. 

Several of our sensors can be easily connected in parallel to the 
Spektrum adapter via corresponding Y-cables (order no. 3140). For this 
purpose, different Spektrum adapter addresses are assigned to them in 
the setup. Thus e.g. a UUnniiSSeennss--EE can be used together with a GPS-
Logger 2 via a Spektrum adapter with Spektrum. It is important that no 
Spektrum sensor is occupied twice, e.g. the Vario sensor is only activated 
in one device. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Registration at the Spektrum transmitter: 

The question about the connected sensors comes with Spektrum only once directly after switching on the receiver. 
Here the Spektrum adapter answers immediately with the sensors which it has learned during the last operation. 
This means that after each change in the configuration, i.e. after deleting or activating a Spektrum sensor in the 
UUnniiSSeennss--EE, the system must first be switched on to learn the new sensor types. The Spektrum adapter can 
then only register the changes correctly with the receiver when it is switched on for the second time. 

LED: 
When starting, the integrated LED slowly turns on and off once. It then flickers during operation when data is sent 
via the X-bus. 
Each time a sensor logs in or logs out, the LED slowly turns on or off to confirm the operation. 
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10.7.2.  Display on transmitter 

The UUnniiSSeennss--EE can display a total of three different Spektrum sensor types. All of them can be 
deactivated individually to avoid double assignments on the X-Bus. 

The data can be processed in the transmitter in exactly the same way as with original Spektrum sensors, i.e. voice 
output, display, alarms and storage are possible. 

 
 ESC Sensor (“Controller Status”) 

● speed 
● voltage 
● current 
● remaining capacity in % as “% power” 
● receiver voltage as “BEC V” 

 
 
 
 

 Current/mAh (“Flight battery capacity”) 

● current and current max 
● capacity consumed 
● internal temperature 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Vario sensor („Vario“) 

● Altitude 
● Vario 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10.7.3. Alarms 

In principle, the alarms are defined in the transmitter at Spektrum. The UUnniiSSeennss--EE has no possibility to 
trigger an alarm directly at the transmitter. All alarm thresholds and also the vario sound generation are 
predefined in the transmitter. 
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10.8. PowerBox Core P2Bus 

Starting with firmware v1.16 the UUnniiSSeennss--EE can also be used with the PowerBox Core telemetry. At this 
time the UUnniiSSeennss--EE supports the full transmission of all telemetry values and the switching German / 
English and meters / feet for the units. A settings menu of the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE is not yet built in. 

 
 

10.8.1.  Display on transmitter 
 

blank start screen A long press on the free area opens the window 
selection. 

  
 

After clicking on the desired window, a widget can be 
created with… 

... “Telemetry”. The + opens the sensor list. 
 

  
Now the desired value can be selected. This widget can also display several values in 

 alternation, simply insert with +. 
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 A fully occupied telemetry page … ..................................... it continues on page 2. 

Alarms are defined directly in this widget in the 
transmitter. 

 
 

English descriptions and units after the switch in the 
system. The sensors must be rescanned in a sensor 
widget to switch. 

A long click on the sensor in the widget also shows the 
address of the sensor. This can also be changed with 
X→Y to be able to connect several identical sensors.
  

 

 
The values can also be displayed in a large format. 

 
 
 

10.8.2. Alarms 

In principle, with PowerBox the alarms are defined in the transmitter. The UUnniiSSeennss--EE has no possibility to 
trigger an alarm directly at the transmitter. All alarm thresholds and also the vario sound generation are 
therefore defined in the transmitter. 
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If you move the mouse pointer over the buttons, you will see short help texts on the operation. 

For all cables that are operated at the “Link” port of the UniSens-E, “connect” must be clicked in the 
“SM UniSens-E Tool” before connecting and activating the power supply. Otherwise, the UniSens-E 
starts normally and can no longer be addressed by the PC. 

 

 11. The “SM UniSens-E Tool” software  
 

On our homepage you will find in the Software & Updates section the free software “SM UniSens-E Tool” with the 
following functions: 

■ read out and change settings of the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE via (almost) any USB interface 

■ live data display via our USB interface (order no. 2550) with a simulated UniDisplay 

■ automatic online search for new firmware for the UUnniiSSeennss--EE  on our website 

■ installing firmware updates on the UUnniiSSeennss--EE 
 

 
 

11.1.  Connection of the UniSens-E to the PC 

Editing the settings and also updating the firmware is possible with theUUnniiSSeennss--EE for the first time with almost 
any USB interface cable. Our own USB-Interface (Order no. 2550) with 4-wire connection is suitable, as well as 
many update cables from current transmitters / receivers / controllers. These usually have 3-wire connection cables 
and a JR standard servo plug / socket. 

The following cables are currently tested: 
 

SM-Modellbau USB interface 
Order no. 2550 

 
 

Jeti Duplex “USBa” USB ad- 
apter 

 
 
 

Multiplex “USB PC cable” 
#85149 

 
 
 

Graupner “USB interface” 
Order no. 7168.6 

         is connected directly to the COM socket of the UniSens-E 
■ no further adapters required 
■ first plug in all cables, then click “connect” in the software 

         Connection at the link plug of the UniSens-E cable 
■ no further adapters required 
■ first click “connect” in the software, then connect UniSens-E to the Jeti 

cable 
         Connection directly to the “Link” pin of the UniSens-E 

■ V-cable with receiver battery required for power supply 
■ first connect UniSens-E with V-cable to the MPX cable, then click 

“connect” in the software and finally connect the receiver battery to the V-
cable. 

         Connection at the link plug of the UniSens-E cable 
■ adapter cable 7168.S required 
■ first click “connect” in the software, then connect UniSens-E to the 

three-pole cable of the adapter 7168.S 
 
 

Third party cables with a servo plug are connected directly to the UUnniiSSeennss--EE at the “Link” connector. If 
the USB cable has a servo socket, the normal connection cable from theUUnniiSSeennss-- EE is used as an 
adapter. 
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11.2. Setting 

The software opens with the "Settings" tab. Here the settings of the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE are read out and displayed. 
If a value has been changed, the data must be written back to the device using the "transfer changed settings" 
button. 
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When the PC software “SM UniSens-E Tool” is started, the program automatically searches for a 
newer firmware on our server. If a newer file is found, this can be loaded automatically on the 
UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE if desired. This way the UUnniiSSeennss--EE always stays up to date. 

 

11.3.  Firmware update of the UniSens-E 

A new firmware is simply uploaded to the UUnniiSSeennss--EE via (almost) any USB interface. A corresponding file 
with the update can be downloaded free of charge by our “SM UniSens-E Tool” in case of firmware 
improvements and transferred to the UUnniiSSeennss--EE. 

 

Process: 

■ The UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE must be connected to the “SM UniSens-E Tool”. 

■ The “Update” tab is used to search for a new firmware. 
■ With the button “transfer selected firmware file” the update is started. 

■ Afterwards the UUUnnniiiSSSeeennnsss---EEE reports with the new version number. 
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The “live display” requires a separate power supply of the UUnniiSSeennss--EE via the “Link” connection 
e.g. directly with a 4 cell receiver battery. 
This function is only possible with our USB interface order no. 2550. Other USB connection cables are 
not suitable for this purpose. 

 

11.4.  Live access to the UniSens-E 

If the UUnniiSSeennss--EE is connected to the PC with our USB interface, theUUnniiSSeennss--EE can also be 
accessed directly via the “live display” of our software. The display is identical with the live operation of 
the UniDisplay . See also chapter 9. 

The USB interface is identical to the interface previously used with theUniLog or also with the GPS-
Logger 1/2. It can be ordered separately under order no. 2550. 
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 12. Version history  
 

Here you can find all firmware versions and the changes to the previous version. 

You can read out the version of your UUnniiSSeennss--EE firmware with our software “SM UniSens-E Tool” or the 
UniDisplay. 

 
Version Date Comment 

1.13 03.2017 1. Jeti telemetry stopped working 
1.14 05.2017 1. telemetry selection without PC was not possible for Spektrum 

2. Spektrum: negative values, e.g. for current ESC, lead to a display error and are now 
suppressed 

1.15 01.2019 1. adaptation for new UniSens-E with XT90 connector 
2. soft zeroing of the altitude is only active when the motor current is less than 2 A 
3. Spektrum: at sensor “Capacity mAh” channel B is suppressed in display and 

announcement 

4. Jeti: “Vario off at motor” could not be activated via JetiBox 
1.16 04.2019 1. rpm alarms did not work correctly 

2. PowerBox Core (P2BUS) support built in; currently only display of measured values 
possible, no menu 

1.17 12.2019 1. vario values were too high with hardware v3 
2. soft zeroing of the altitude can now be switched off 
3. adaptations for UniSens-E 55 A 
4. PowerBox Core: - Switching to English designations and units possible 

- Changing the address by the transmitter is possible 
1.18 06.2020 1. Jeti: Altitude and gain in altitude are displayed from 10 m without decimal place 

2. altitude gain was not calculated correctly with hardware v3 

3. gear factor now goes up to 50.00:1 
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